
1Milestones

Roberts, Carroll, Feldstein & Peirce Founded in 1971

Roberts, Carroll, Feldstein & Peirce is a law 
firm with deep roots in Rhode Island. The firm’s 

founding member, Den-
nis J. Roberts, was Rhode 
Island’s 63rd governor, 
serving from 1950 to 1959, 
and the 29th Mayor of 
Providence, serving from 
1940 to 1948. In his move 
from political leader to 

private business leader, 
Governor Roberts created a successful law 
firm anchored by attorneys who studied and 
worked in New England.

Today, Roberts, Carroll, Feldstein & Peirce is a 
full-service law firm with a focus on the health 
care and banking industries.  Since its found-
ing in 1971, the firm’s attorneys have success-
fully guided clients through periods of eco-
nomic expansion and recession, thousands of 
banking transactions and acquisitions, the or-

reers at the firm, and the next generation of attorneys continue the tradition 
of hard work and client-focused advocacy as they serve their clients and the 
community for many decades to come.      

The firm’s newest attorney remarked “From my first day I have been impressed 
by the sense of community, spirit of cooperation and atmosphere of collabo-
ration that brings out the best in everyone.  I look forward to a long career at 
RCFP.”

n   1959 Governor Roberts establishes Roberts & McMahon.

n  1963 Governor Roberts hires David W. Carroll, a Providence College and Boston College 

  Law School graduate.

n   1971 The firm merges with Willey & Feldstein, acquiring Edward D. Feldstein, a Providence 

  College and Boston College Law School graduate.

n   1973  The firm hires Richard M. Peirce, a College of the Holy Cross and University of Maine  

  School of Law graduate.  

n   1983  R. Kelly Sheridan becomes a shareholder.

n   1988  Robert P. Landau becomes a shareholder.

n   1990  The firm changes its name to Roberts, Carroll, Feldstein & Peirce. 

  Dennis E. Carley becomes a shareholder.  

n   1992  R. Jeffrey Knisley becomes a shareholder.

n   1993 Edward G. Avila becomes a shareholder.

n   2009  James A. Musgrave becomes a shareholder.

n   2010  Jason C. Preciphs and Kristin Barkett Pettey become shareholders.

n   2010  Based on its high level of quality and integrity, the firm is selected to join Legal Netlink  

  Alliance, an international association of law firms.

n  2012  The firm celebrates more than forty years of practice.
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ganization and establishment of numerous Rhode 
Island businesses, countless legislative and political 
challenges before the Rhode Island General As-
sembly, extensive hearings before administrative 
boards and innumerable successful trials.

Over the last four decades, the firm’s attorneys 
have served on, worked with and advised a num-
ber of nonprofit boards. The firm attributes its con-
tinued success and growth to an unwavering com-
mitment to clients’ needs coupled with a unique 
level of personal involvement from its attorneys. 

The dedication and hard work of its attorneys 
has allowed Roberts, Carroll, Feldstein & Peirce to 
develop long-lasting relationships with businesses, 
insurance carriers, financial institutions and individ-
uals throughout Rhode Island and Massachusetts.  

  Among its many accomplishments, the firm is 
perhaps most proud of the loyalty and commit-
ment of its staff. Over half of the staff have been 
with the firm for more than twenty years. One em-
ployee of almost thirty years said “We share one 
another’s successes, grieve with one another 
through the hard times, and shore up one another 
through our tasks while on the job. My success is 
RCFP’s success. We are encircled in one another’s 
lives.  Each employee adds a little bit of flavor to 
the final excellent product.”  

Many of the shareholders began their legal ca-
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Timeline

Health Care Group First Row left to right Elizabeth A. Suever, R. Kelly Sheridan, David W. Carroll, John D. Plummer; Second Row left to right Jason C. Preciphs, 
Robert P. Landau, Kristin B. Pettey, R. Jeffrey Knisley; Third Row left to right Dennis E. Carley, Edward D. Feldstein, James D. Cullen, James A. Musgrave

Banking Group Left to right R. Jeffrey Knisley, Amy T. M. Oakley, Edward D. Feldstein, Edward G. Avila, Stephen J. 
Queenan, John D. Plummer, Daniel E. Burgoyne
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